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Description 

3D coordination can be challenging enough. Do it in a historic Chicago baseball stadium, which 
the team still needs to utilize, and "standard" workflows get tossed. Systems need to stay up 
and running. Fieldwork, observations, and verification of existing conditions can only happen 
during certain time frames. Some may opt to attempt to model the existing MEP/FP 
(mechanical, electrical, plumping, fire protection) conditions. However, when you have a very 
short time frame to get coordination done, coordinating with laser scan data comes into play. In 
this course, we will go over how we utilized laser scan data with Navisworks software and 
ReCap software to aid in our 3D MEP/FP coordination efforts. We’ll cover how we utilized 
ReCap files in Navisworks and vice versa (how we utilized Navisworks content in ReCap). 
There are some lessons learned and even some wish-list items that would make the process 
even better. 
 

Speaker 

Dwane currently works for Pepper Construction as the Technical Application Manager. His duties 
include overseeing the technical applications that our Virtual Design & Construction team utilizes 
along with creating and managing VDC standards. He's also involved with the Field/Mobile 
technologies and Enterprise technologies. Dwane has been doing 3D MEPFP Coordination for the 
past 18+ months for a major league baseball stadium renovation.  
 
Dwane's previous life included 8+ years at an Architectural firm as a Job Captain and the CAD 
Systems Manager. He then spent the next 9+ years at an Autodesk Value Added Reseller as a Sr. 
Application Specialist, where he specialized in consulting and implementing a wide variety of 
Autodesk software for the A/E/C industry. 

Learning Objectives 

• Learn how to utilize ReCap files in Navisworks 

• Learn how to utilize Navisworks files in ReCap 

• Understand why survey control for laser scans is critical 

• Understand the pluses and minuses of doing clash detection with laser-scan data 

• How to utilize ReCap 360 to aid Coordination (BONUS Objective) 
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A Quick Note 

This handout is not intended to be a training manual.  While I do get into some picks & clicks, I 
may not run through the entire process. I'm assuming you have some Navisworks and/or ReCap 
experience.  For more information on Navisworks or ReCap training or tutorials, I would reach 
out to your Autodesk authorized reseller or many of the other options out there for training (web-
based, YouTube, blogs, etc.) 
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How to utilize ReCap files in Navisworks 

For the most part, people will pull in 3D data into Navisworks to run clash detection, whether it's 
just visually checking or utilizing the clash detection tool within Navisworks Manage.  Over the 
past few years, utilizing Laser Scan data has become a little more prevalent in the AEC 
industry. The rise of Autodesk ReCap over the same timeframe started to introduce the ability to 
better utilize laser scan data in Navisworks. 
 

ReCap Settings in Navisworks 
Prior to Appending in ReCap files, especially for the first time, look at the Options for how 
ReCap files are read into Navisworks.  

 
ReCap File Reader Settings in Navisworks Options  

 
You should mainly look at the Conversion Mode option: 
 

• Project Link - Project opens in Navisworks as a single object which represents a link to 
the project.  

• Scans - Project opens in Navisworks with a separate object per scan.  
• Voxels - Project opens in Navisworks with a separate object per voxel (cube of points) 

organized into groups for each scan. 
 

What's the "best" Conversion Mode to use? 
This all depends on how you want to use the scan data.  If you are even remotely 
thinking you want to run Clash Detection against the scan data, you need to use Voxels. 
Otherwise a clash will highlight/color the entire scan.  This makes it harder to look at the 
individual clashes. 

 

Do I need really to change anything in the Options? 
In my opinion, no.  What you see in the screen shot above are the default settings. To 
learn more about the settings and what they do, check out the help page: 
http://help.autodesk.com/view/NAV/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-8330AD1D-B45D-4457-
A919-A0087CBCB5D4  
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Appending ReCap Files into Navisworks 
Bringing in ReCap files into Navisworks is no different than any other file that Navisworks can 
read, you use the Append command. 
 

 

Appending ReCap Files in Navisworks.  

Should I use RCS or RCP when Appending? 
When you append ReCap files, there are 2 file types that could be brought in from 
ReCap, an RCS or an RCP.  What's the difference and why should you use one vs the 
other? 
 
RCS – This is an individual scan file, processed/indexed from the RAW scan data that 
was generated from the scanner. 
 
RCP – This is the project file, comprised of many RCS files.  Think of this file to be just 
like an NWF for Navisworks, it references in other files (in this case, RCS files). 
 
Appending RCS files would be the equivalent to appending NWC's, you'll need to 
append in each one to get the overall picture.  The selection Tree will show each RCS 
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file individually.  The Saved Viewpoints will also show each RCS as a Folder, with a 
Saved Viewpoint for where the scanner was setup to capture the data. 

     
Appended RCS Files    Appended RCS Files 

 
Appending an RCP file, you will get all the RCS files at once. The Selection Tree will 
show the RCP, then all the RCS files within the RCP. Similar with the Saved Viewpoints, 
you'll get 1 "Scans" folder with each scanner location saved as a Saved Viewpoint. 

   
Appended RCP Files    Appended RCP Files 

 

**Suggested Method** 
Append in the RCP file.  It's much easier to manage within Navisworks.  You don't have 
to cleanup a bunch of folders in the Saved Viewpoints and you can hide all the RCS files 
within a scan/RCP with one selection, not multiple.  Plus, if an RCP has more scans 
added to it, the data will automatically come in, you don't need to append the additional 
data manually. 

 

Tips for ReCap Data in Navisworks 
• Clean up the ReCap files prior to Appending into Navisworks for best results.  Delete the 

data that's not needed, or "noise" as many may call it.  For instance, if you only need the 
scan data between columns A and F, delete the point data outside of that area.  This will 
help with loading time and regen time in Navisworks. 

• If you can't clean up the ReCap file, then create selection sets in Navisworks of the point 
data you don't need to see so you can easily turn it off (or back on). 

• Use Section Planes/Boxes as much as possible to hide data that's not needed for what 
you are looking at in Navisworks. 

 
All these tips help with graphics and overall performance while navigating through 
Navisworks with point cloud data. 
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How to utilize Navisworks files in ReCap 

This concept may be new to many. To bring in Navisworks information into ReCap, you 
MUST have a subscription to ReCap Pro.  This can be individually with ReCap Pro, or if your 
Collection (AEC Collection in my case) includes ReCap Pro.  What you also need is an NWD 
from Navisworks.  You cannot bring in an NWF, nor can you bring in NWC files. 
 

Preparing the NWD file(s) for ReCap 
The initial thought you may have when preparing the NWD will be to include everything, 
structure, architecture, etc.  I regretted that as soon as I brought the NWD into ReCap Pro.  The 
architecture (mainly) made it way to hard to read everything in ReCap, too much going on when 
I was solely focused on the MEP/FP systems.  ReCap reads whatever data is in your NWD, 
hidden or not, so you need to do some cleanup before making the NWD.  Instead of using your 
"main" NWF, create another NWF that only includes what you want to bring into ReCap Pro.  
 
Another thing to keep in mind is that in ReCap Pro, you can only see (1) one NWD at a 
time.  If you want the ability to turn off systems/disciplines as you would in Navisworks, you 
need to create an NWD for each system/discipline along with an NWD with all the 
systems/disciplines together.  This will give you the ability to see all systems at once, turn that 
off and then turn on the discipline you'd like to focus on.  Again, you can only view (1) one NWD 
at a time in ReCap, so prepare your NWD(s) accordingly. 
 

WYAIWYG – Colors of Objects 
(What You Append Is What You Get) When you first append in files in Navisworks, 
everything has a color.  Some people will change the colors of the objects to help 
differentiate between MEPFP systems.  When you create an NWD file, those colors stay 
put and can be seen by people that open the NWD.  That is not the case when the NWD 
is linked into ReCap Pro.  Whatever the colors of the objects are when the files are 
appended into Navisworks is what you will see in ReCap. 

    
Navisworks Colors    ReCap Colors 
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Appending/Linking NWD's into ReCap Pro 
As I mentioned before, you need to have a subscription to ReCap Pro to have the ability to link 
in NWD files. 
 
In the lower right corner of ReCap Pro, click on the "3 sheets" icon to open the Project Navigator 
where you will find "Attached Projects" (see next page for image).  Click on Attached Projects 
and this will open a dialog box that allows you to select an NWD to link in.   

 
Linking NWD in ReCap Pro 

 
 
Once you have the NWD linked in, you can Refresh, Hide/Unhide and Delete the NWD(s) 
 

 
NWD Options in ReCap Pro 
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Remember, you can only view (1) one NWD at a time.  Plan your NWD's accordingly so you can 
get the best experience possible in ReCap Pro. 
 

 
Limited MEP/FP Content in Navisworks NWF for ReCap Pro 
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Why Survey Control for laser scans is critical 

Survey Control is utilized to give the scan data a real-world location.  Survey Control is typically 
tied to a specific survey marker near the project site, which in many instances, also has a 
relationship to a project control point.  By utilizing Survey Control with scan data, you can now 
easily place the scan data into a model without having to move it into the proper position 
manually by picking what looks to be the proper corner, center of column, etc.  You can also get 
elevations within the scan (especially in ReCap) that are in relation to the project control 
elevations established. 
 

What is Survey Control? 
Survey Control means establishing real-world site coordinates, typically done by a civil surveyor.  
A civil surveyor will survey established targets to get an XYZ value for that target.  This XYZ 
information is then utilized when processing the scan data to give the scan its proper location.  
Surveying these targets is typically done very close to when the scanning happens (right before 
or immediately after).  These targets need to stay in the exact location they were surveyed in 
when the scanning starts.  The targets are also scanned and then point values, from the site 
surveyor, are given to these targets within the scan registration software (which for us, is Faro 
Scene). 

 

Sample Target for Survey Control 

 

Critical Instances 
Besides our scan data being utilized for 3D MEP/FP coordination, the scan data was 
also shared with the design team.  The design team was able to utilize the scan data to 
help develop the proper design elevations and profiles for precast stadia planks that 
were being fabricated off-site.  We don't have time for these planks to be incorrect and 
re-made, so they must be correct the first time. 
 
Exact location of existing conditions was a huge time-saver.  By having the scan data 
tied to survey control, elements that were hard to physically locate by hand, were able to 
be located and placed into the designer's models to verify their models were accurate. 
 
When working on a project that has multiple levels/floors, survey control is a must to get 
proper alignment for the scan data.  If you solely rely on scan targets or automatic 
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registration, there's a much higher chance of error when the scans stitch together.  With 
survey control, you practically have zero chance for errors with scans being at the wrong 
elevation.  There's no way we would have been able to scan the ballpark and have it 
been accurate without survey control.  The image below shows a section cut through 
multiple RCP files appended together in Navisworks.  I didn't have to transform a 
single RCP file to get them at the proper elevation.  Some of the scans were done 3 
years ago while some where done this past year, and they all align because of utilizing 
survey control. 

 

Section Cut Through Scan Data – No Transforming 
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How to utilize ReCap 360 to aid Coordination 

ReCap 360 is a cloud-based hosting site for your ReCap files.  You publish data from ReCap 
(desktop) to ReCap 360 and can share this data with other users by adding them to the project 
within ReCap 360.  Users can then view the point cloud data in a web viewer, even make notes 
if given permission. One thing that gets people is downloading your project.  You cannot 
download the actual ReCap data (point data) and use it in other software. ReCap 360 just 
utilizes the "picture" data that is captured from the scan, the actual point data (RCS files) is not 
uploaded to ReCap 360. 
 

Publish Data to ReCap 360 
To get the ReCap data to ReCap 360, you need to publish the data from ReCap.  It's a simple 
process, just head to the "home" icon, hover over it to expand the menu, then go to the cloud 
with the up arrow in it. 

 
Publish ReCap to ReCap 360 

 
After selecting publish, you can then give the project a name for in ReCap 360, choose which 
scans are published (usually just select ALL) and even show the sharing options after the 
ReCap data has been published. Sharing options include if someone can only view the data, 
view and mark-up, or admin the project in ReCap 360. 
 

 
Publish Options to ReCap 360 

 
Once the data is up on ReCap 360, go to https://recap360.autodesk.com/ and log in with your 
Autodesk ID to view your project.  For best results, use Google Chrome! Even Autodesk tells 
you so if you log in while using other browsers (internet explorer, firefox, safari, etc.). 
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Message when using a non-Google Chrome Browser 

 
Now you can navigate around the ReCap 360 project just like you would in ReCap (desktop) in 
the real-view mode.  Remember, ReCap 360 only includes the real-view info, the point data 
(RCS files) are not uploaded to ReCap 360.  For more info on what you can all do in ReCap 
360, see the help: http://help.autodesk.com/view/RECAP/2017/ENU/  
 

ReCap Pro – iPad App 
The ReCap Pro iPad app isn't just for people wanting to use some of the latest scanners and 
register the data on their iPad. You can also use the app for seeing the scans you've published 
to ReCap 360. Other than viewing the data just as you would in ReCap 360, you can add notes, 
measure and markup. And yes, you can even view projects offline.  
 
To learn more about the app, check out this knowledge page: 
https://help.autodesk.com/view/RECAP/2018/ENU/?guid=GUID-B3025519-8877-4D01-A21B-
30A61C41D268  
 
NOTE: The system requirements and notes for the app will say you need an iPad Pro 
when in reality you don't!  I have an iPad Air and I'm able to view scan data just fine. Sure, an 
iPad Pro might be faster, but I wasn't prohibited in anyway. The iPad Pro is really for those that 
are using the app in conjunction with a scanner. 

 
ReCap Pro iPad App Interface 
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Notes Come Back into ReCap Pro (Desktop) 
This may be the single best feature of using ReCap 360!  By publishing ReCap data 
to ReCap 360, you are also creating a link to/from ReCap and ReCap 360.  When you 
make a note in either ReCap 360 or on the ReCap Pro app, the notes are pushed back 
to your ReCap project desktop project.  Unless you comment that you've created the 
note in ReCap 360, you can't tell the difference in ReCap (desktop). I used this feature 
consistently for our concourse coordination.  I was able to walk the concourse with the 
sub-contractors and note what was being removed.  Nothing against the design team, 
but the demo drawings didn't do the concourse justice…there was way too much placed 
in the concourse that wasn't in a single drawing. I was then able to use these notes in 
ReCap Pro along with the Navisworks data to verify that our new runs were in fact going 
in a place where existing runs were being removed.  This was a huge timesaver. 

 

ReCap Pro with ReCap Pro iPad App Note 

 

Summary: Pluses and Minuses of Using Scan Data 

I covered a few of these in the handout and in my presentation, but here's a few of the pluses 
and minuses of using Scan Data in Coordination: 
 

+ Pluses 

+ Don't need to model existing conditions. 

+ Don't need to field measure existing conditions. 

+ Able to review existing conditions at any time. 

+ Able to utilize the scan data in Navisworks for visual coordination or clash detection. 

+ Able to utilize the scan data in Revit, AutoCAD, etc. to aid in locating existing 
conditions. 

 

− Minuses 

− Data is LARGE, not easily transferable to other people outside of company. 

− Large files mean potential slowness of applications when loading or viewing data. 

− Visibility in Navisworks can be challenging, closer you zoom, smaller the dots get. 

− Clash Detection Tool in Navisworks can be challenging with the noise of a scan. 

− Loading data from a network drive can take a long time. 


